
Our Park, Our Future!
Stop the Counterproductive Efforts to Prevent Airport Closure

March 23, 2024

Dear Mayor, City Council, City Manager, and Airport Commission:

I am writing to express my sincere concern that the City’s rights and plan to close the airport are
purposefully being diminished and that urgent action is required.

The return of our public land from SMO airport back to public park land is one of the most significant
projects in the history of our City. However, undisclosed projects and counterproductive efforts have
surfaced with only 4 years until closure. Greater attention and scrutiny of activities at SMO is essential.
Please engage with appropriate City leaders to:

1. Determine if City Staff are taking “all actions necessary and proper to ensure that SMO will
cease to operate as an airport and shall be closed to all aeronautical use forever effective
as of midnight on December 31, 2028” per the City Council SMO Closure Resolution 11026
(“SMO Closure Policy”).

2. Eliminate all counterproductive efforts that will delay, diminish rights, or prevent airport closure.

It is clear that efforts of some City Staff over the last year are not in compliance with the SMO Closure
Policy and are likely inconsistent with the Code of Ethics, Measure LC, SMO Consent Decree, and
other standards. A determination is urgently needed to review, identify, and eliminate these efforts
through a transparent reporting process that, if needed, engages unbiased outside experts.

Image: Illustrative concept of the infrastructure development project at SMO with Atlantic Aviation and Archer
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Basis of Request
Here are 3 specific examples of questionable activities over the last year that demonstrate that some
City Staff are actively working against and undermining the SMO Closure Policy:

1. Denial of the SMO Closure Policy at the January 2024 Airport Commission Meeting
2. Airport Infrastructure Development Project to Accommodate AirTaxi Networks
3. New Flight School with 40,000 Training Operations Using Uncertified Aircraft

1. Denial of the SMO Closure Policy at the January 2024 Airport Commission Meeting
City Staff made clear statements denying the SMO Closure Policy at the January 2024 Airport
Commission Meeting. To be specific, 2 very disturbing discussions between Airport Commission
members and City Staff took place where they disputed the closure of SMO.

First, City Staff emphatically stated that SMO is not scheduled to close, nor is it planning to close.
This continued even after two different SMAC members directly cited the City Council SMO Closure
Resolution 11026. Second, 34 minutes later in the same meeting, City Staff continued with similar
comments when the topic came up about public reporting on the Airport Closure process. City Staff
said they don't know how to close the airport. They don't know what has to be done to close it. They
don't know the timing to close the airport. There is no school to teach or show how to close an
airport. It is not in their responsibility to close the airport.

Anyone can listen to the audio clips of these 2 discussions at the SMAC meeting. The links are here
(https://youtu.be/0G7y-w1tZCI) and here (https://youtu.be/1upQ4lY7zwM).

2. Airport Infrastructure Development to Accommodate AirTaxi Networks
City Staff have been actively working behind the scenes for over a year with corporate aviation
industry interests (including Joby Aviation, Atlantic Aviation, Archer Aviation, and/or Beta
Technologies) to develop airport infrastructure and entrench more aviation tenants, even though
airport closure is only 4 years away. Please see the email records that follow. Also, please see the
above illustrative concept that was promoted in nationwide press releases and the media. A link to a
SMDP article is here. This project begs the following questions.

● Rationale
Why is City Staff working on this project? Is the project consistent with the SMO Closure
Policy? Is it required by the Consent Decree? What is the cost in terms of time, money, and
other city and public resources? How does this square with the $2+ million just committed to
the Sasaki project? Is it experimental or is it already a proven commercially viable project? Is
this project a public subsidy for a private aviation startup? What is the accident history of the
experimental aircraft to be used? What is the forecasted operational count and impact on the
City at scale in 10-15 years? What is the regulatory framework and standards at the local, state,
and federal level?

● Stakeholders
Is Atlantic Aviation (a holdover tenant and litigant against the City), Joby, Archer, or Beta
permitted to do this? Is there written approval and agreement among the private companies or
with the City? Will this establish any “vested rights” for aviation interests at the Airport? Will it
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violate the Leasing Policy, including the specific provisions about “no subleasing” and “no space
sharing”? Who are the participants planning this venture? What are their financial interests?

● Timeline
When did City Staff first begin working on this project? When will the project be completed?
How does this project align with the SMO Closure Policy and the date and time certain for SMO
closure at midnight December 31, 2028? When will the experimental aircraft be type-certified
for commercial use? When will the aircraft start being manufactured? When will commercial
operations begin?

● Transparency
Why was the City Council first informed about this project only a few weeks ago on February 14,
2024? When was the City Manager first informed? When was the Airport Commission first
informed? When was the public first informed?

3. New Flight School with 40,000 Training Operations Using Uncertified Aircraft
The City Staff is actively working with aviation interests to also entrench a new flight school at the
airport, even though the City paid Justice Aviation Flight School $450,000 in public funds to leave
SMO. The new flight school is currently based at Torrance Airport and has been in litigation with the
City of Torrance as a result of its significant negative impact on that city that includes about 40,000
pattern operations per year. This flight school is represented by a very familiar attorney named
David Shaby who has repeatedly litigated against the City of Santa Monica costing it millions of
dollars. This flight school builds, operates, and trains students using uncertified experimental aircraft
that are kit-assembled with little-to-no regulation. Over 20+ accidents (including at least 8 in 2023)
have been reported involving their aircraft over recent years. Additionally, the organization is funded
with federal grants from the FAA, which may present additional conflicts including undetermined
additional obligations by the City.

This effort to embed the new flight school raises many questions. Why is City Staff working on this
project? Is this compliant with the SMO Closure Policy? Is it required by the SMO Consent Decree?
Is this consistent with the City Staff taking “all actions necessary and proper to ensure that SMO will
cease to operate as an airport and shall be closed to all aeronautical use forever”? Is City Staff
aware of the litigation in Torrance? Is the City Staff conducting proper and sufficient due diligence?

The Need to Eliminate Counterproductive Efforts
Unnecessarily building out infrastructure and entrenching new aviation tenants into the Airport, while
also closing the airport is an absolute waste of public resources. While Sasaki is starting on important
and expensive work on what to do after the airport closes, there is zero effort among City Staff to
execute the necessary pre-requisite step to close the airport in only 4 years. Moreover, the 2 aviation
industry projects mentioned above are counterproductive efforts to keep the airport open indefinitely
and to spur costly litigation.

All City Staff should be reminded of the SMO Closure Policy and instructed to cease any
counterproductive efforts that may delay and diminish the right to closure. Perhaps some City Staff
should be reassigned to take on different responsibilities. Any unwillingness to acknowledge or support
the SMO Closure Policy is a clear betrayal of the public interest and the City’s democratic processes.
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These efforts are wasteful of public money, time, and resources and the counterproductive efforts must
be stopped.

The City Should Exercise its Proprietary Exclusive Rights
The City should now renew and execute its established “CITY OF SANTA MONICA POLICY FOR
ESTABLISHING EXCLUSIVE PUBLIC PROPRIETARY ‘FIXED BASED OPERATIONS’ AND
PROVIDING OTHER AERONAUTICAL SERVICES AT THE SANTA MONICA AIRPORT”. See the
policy here. These rights have been validated in the Consent Decree and exercising these rights now
will clear the airfield of aviation litigants and ensure airport closure.

As history has demonstrated at least 2-3 times over the past 40 years, if no action is taken by our City
leaders to correct these counterproductive efforts and to clear the airfield, there will undoubtedly be
more public money, time, and resources wasted again. The 1981 closure policy came and passed
after expensive litigation and settlement. The 2015 closure policy also came and passed after costly
litigation and settlement. And now the midnight December 31, 2028 closure is only 4 years away, and it
appears some City Staff are attempting to repeat this cycle.

Please take action. Thank you in advance for your attention and scrutiny of this important issue.

Sincerely,

SMO Future
www.SMOfuture.com
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EMAILS RELATED TO THE AIRPORT INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Some City Staff are undermining the closure of SMO and the transition back to public park land.

February 2023

Airport Director and Joby began discussions back in December 2022.
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February 2023

Atlantic joined the discussions and planning in February 2023.
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September 2023

Airport Director, Atlantic, and Joby furthered space-sharing plans
in violation of the SMO Leasing Policy by September 2023.
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December 2023

Airport Director, Atlantic, Joby, Archer and Beta broadened the plans by December 2023.
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February 2024

Airport Director lied to City Manager about past and ongoing planning in February 2024.
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February 2024

City Manager then misrepresented the broad existing plans to City Council in February 2024.
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SMO Policy to Exercise Proprietary Exclusive Rights
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